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                    DC-Motors
                  

                    Coreless DC motors from FAULHABER differ from conventional DC motors with iron armatures primarily due to their ironless, self-supporting copper coil with skew-wound design.
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                    Brushless DC-Motors
                  

                    High-performance in the smallest of spaces – the FAULHABER portfolio today spans from 4-pole servomotors for high torques to highly efficient flat motors and extremely small brushless DC micromotors.
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                    Motors with integrated Electronics
                  

                    Our range of motors with integrated electronics includes motors for an extremely wide variety of application scenarios in the smallest of spaces.
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                    Stepper Motors
                  

                    For demanding positioning tasks that require a high level of accuracy, stepper motors are generally used. The name comes from the operating principle, as the stepper motors are driven by an electromagnetic field.
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                    Linear DC-Servomotors
                  

                    When it comes to executing translational motions as efficiently and flexibly as possible, linear motors are generally used. Unlike rotating motors, linear motors do not produce rotating movements but rather linear movements that move in two directions.
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                    Planetary Gearheads
                  

                    Thanks to their robust construction, FAULHABER metal planetary gearboxes in combination with FAULHABER DC-motors are ideal for applications which demand the highest torque.
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                    Spur Gearheads and Spur Gearheads zero backlash
                  

                    A wide range of high quality spur gearheads are available to compliment FAULHABER DC-Micromotors. The all metal or plastic input-stage geartrain assures extremely quiet running
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                    Direct drive linear actuators
                  

                    Stepper motors can be used for more than just a rotation. When combined with lead screws, they provide a high accuracy linear positioning system that provides the benefits of a stepper.
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                    Incremental encoders
                  

                    Incremental encoders transmit a specific number of uniformly distributed lines per revolution. All FAULHABER Incremental encoders have at least two channels: A and B.
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                    Absolute encoders
                  

                    In combination with the FAULHABER BL-motors, the absolute encoder is ideal for commutation, rotational speed control and position control. Absolute means that each shaft position within a revolution is assigned a unique angular value.
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                    Speed Controller
                  

                    FAULHABER Speed Controllers are specifically designed to get the most out of FAULHABER DC and BL motors. They are compact, easy to operate and offer precise as well as efficient speed control.
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                    Motion Controller
                  

                    FAULHABER Motion Controllers are user-friendly, single-axis position controllers – customised for actuating DC motors, brushless motors (BL) and linear motors (LM) from FAULHABER.
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                    Accessories
                  

                    In addition to the drive components FAULHABER offers a wide range of accessories.
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FAULHABER worldwide
In more than 30 countries FAULHABER offers an international network of well experienced application engineers and representatives.
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